Pearl Echo.Suite
Pearl Echo.Suite enables organizations to set user-level monitoring and Internet access policies in
desktop/laptop environments, in server-centric environments such as Citrix and Terminal Server or in
mixed environments where employees are accessing the Internet through both terminal services and
desktops/laptops. Pearl Echo’s Internet monitoring, filtering and control solution captures the users’
web browsing, file downloads and uploads, chat, IM and e-mail including text and encoded
attachments. Pearl Echo can monitor keywords, phrases and text patterns to protect against the
dissemination of confidential information. Pearl Echo can also control timed access to application
executables and set restrictions based on daily bandwidth usage.

How Pearl Echo.Suite Works
Pearl Echo.Suite’s unique Employee Internet Management technology is based on an independent
agent-server architecture. By creating an independent service, Pearl Echo is not reliant on proxies or
firewalls and is not affected by high traffic volumes, how users access the ‘Net or where they are
physically located. In this way, Pearl Echo helps companies monitor users in the office or off the
corporate network, such as telecommuters or traveling salespeople.

Benefits







Reduces security threats by eliminating access to their sources and increasing visibility into
employee communication patterns.
Creates regular management, group and individual activity usage reports that help organizations
and individuals manage their time.
Addresses the need to do more with increasingly constrained IT budgets by reducing total cost of
ownership through the use of automated systems integration, self-maintenance and “out of the
box” deployment.
Extends Internet management to multiple locations, as well as roaming, teleworking and mobile
users.
Reduces litigation exposure by insuring that internal Compliance programs have the information
needed to identify, monitor and audit inappropriate activities.

Pricing
The full Pearl Echo.Suite is available for purchase as a one-time (not subscription) license based on a
license fee per seat. Licensing begins at $71.95 per seat with significant discounts starting at 50 seats.
In addition, key Pearl Echo.Suite functions are available as stand-alone modules which can be
purchased individually for more targeted use.
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